Porter Unable to Compete for Technology Tomorrow

After a week of stiff training the Cardinal and Gray tracksters will enter the Harvard meet tomorrow with in every way a fighting chance. It has been definitely decided by the authority of Louis P. Donovan, the manager of the Harvard team, that Porter, who was unable to participate in the meet last week, will not be able to compete this time. Scarcely a week ago Porter was considered as a possible factor in the meet, but the muscle sprain in his right leg has not healed sufficiently to enable him to compete. The manager of the Harvard team has informed the press that Porter will not be able to compete and that Jerry Bсужow will take his place in the meet.

FROST TRACKSTERS OVERWHELM TUFTS

Tufts Strong in Field Events—Engineers Shine on Track

Due to muscle strain in the rear arterials the Engineering track team was unable to compete in the track meet at Harvard yesterday. The Engineering team, composed of former stars of Technology, last Wednesday afternoon on the field near the Massachusetts Robotics, captured the first places in both the sprints and the hurdles for Engineering.

By far the last race of the afternoon was in the category Miller of Tech, after leading in the 50 yard dash track and field with Sisson of Tufts the felt ten yard and was barely held out of first place by the pacemaker. In the 100 yard Miller was pulled out of the race by hand of three yards, J. D. B. Baker, Technology, Harlan, Harvard, third.

Captain E. C. Glenn ran a very well placed race in the mile and broke the ten yard yards in front of his team mates. R. B. Smith and D. F. Chadwick, Tufts, who won second and third places respectively.

The competitors:

192: Yee, Tufts, 2nd; second, R. B. Smith, Tufts; 3rd, L. E. Bingham, Tufts.